Confidence intervals for proportion ratios of stratified correlated bilateral data.
In stratified bilateral studies, responses from two paired body parts are correlated. Confidence intervals (CIs), which reveal various features of the data, should take the correlations into account. In this article, five CI methods (sample-size weighted naïve Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)-based Wald-type CI, complete MLE-based Wald-type CI, profile likelihood CI, MLE-based score CI and pooled MLE-based Wald-type CI) are derived for proportion ratios under the assumption of equal correlation coefficient within each stratum. Monte Carlo simulation shows that the complete MLE-based Wald-type CI approach generally produces the shortest mean interval width and satisfactory empirical coverage probability with close form solution; while the profile likelihood CI and the MLE-based score CI provide preferred ratio of non coverage probability and are more symmetric. Two real examples are used to demonstrate the performance of the proposed methods.